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Dear partners,
I am happy to have the possibility to be in active dialogue with you, our Bosch partners, because the
meaning of the word “partner” combines close involvement, trust, informed choice, shared risks and
profits and personal dedication to a common goal, common mission as is “We are the future of
Thermotechnology”.
As the world in which we live has changed greatly, has become more complex and dynamic, and thus
increasingly unpredictable, the meaning of the partnership has strengthen its power and the aim to
adapt better to these changing circumstances has attained significance of common development,
growth and progress that we all together stand for.
What else do we together stand for? What drives us each and every day? What do we all have in
common? The answer to this is “Bosch”. The brand serves as a frame of reference in these dynamic
times, provides the basis for the strategy of successful relationship and provides strong impetus for
the business further development. The brand gives values to our partnership that support the
overriding challenges we face and need to master together.
I am very grateful for the outstanding commitment shown by the many partners who contribute their
views and play a central role in bringing the common mission statement to life every day. This is so
indicative of how our business relations have evolved.
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- Bosch boilers in health care – Sopron Hospital and
Rehabilitation Center
- Floor standing boilers serves culture – Matra
Museum Gyöngyös
- Bosch contribution in education – Friedrich Shiller
High School and Dormitory Pilisvörösvár
- Audi
26 Serbia
- Bosch hot water boilers in the District Heating
System – Backa Palanka Heating Plant Novi Sad
- Bosch steam boiler in the Milk and Dairy Product
Industry – Imlek, Serbia
- Bosch steam boiler , energy generator in the Tyre
production Industry – Tigar Tyres d.o.o factory, Pirot
- Bosch steam boiler in the Meat Processing
Industry – Pekabesko AD Skoplje, Kadino
- Bosch steam boiler plant at the Faculty of
Mechanical engineering of the University of Belgrade
- Bosch hot water boilers in Lidl

That is why we want to support you even more! With this material, we want to share and give in your
hands a tool of success – important information about real projects, appliances, references,
testimonials, key benefits from a customer perspective and so many more ideas that will for sure
support you to keep pace with changing trends and technological progress. Moreover, this material
shows the innovative approach and the moto “everything from one hand”, implementing the wide
range of residential, commercial and industrial projects, realized by you, our partners, and part of our
everyday job.
I am convinced that together we set the past, we develop the moment and we will build the future of
thermotechnology. Let’s continue leading the HVAC technology to success together!
Your sincerely,
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Solar energy
in large format.
Sofia, Bulgaria

Bosch solar installation on
the roof of the Hilton Hotel Sofia

Green project for the Hilton Sofia Hotel

With a century-old experience and an
established name in the industry, Hilton Hotels
& Resorts embodies style, innovation and is the
world‘s leader in the hotel business.
On the roof of the Hilton Hotel in the Bulgarian
capital, Sofia, the German technological concern
Bosch commissioned the new solar heating system
for domestic hot water. The 45 solar collectors
Bosch Solar 7000TF are heating up to 5 tons of hot
water daily. The hotel has 245 rooms, a restaurant
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and a café bar, several multifunctional conference
halls, and a ballroom for 320 guests. In order to
maintain perfectly all the necessary activities, the
consumption of hot water in the hotel amounts to 8
tons per day, heated up to now with oil. In 2010, the
hotel management decided to carry out a study for
a modern heating solution that would increase the
energy efficiency at a reasonable payback period.
From the very beginning Eng. Angelov, chief engineer
of the hotel, considered the possibility of using solar
energy. „In the long run, our aim was to find a solution
that would increase our independence from fossil
fuel prices and would allow us to control our costs
in this direction. It was essential to integrate the
complementary installation into the existing building
system. These requirements could be met by installing
of a solar system, as the presence of a flat roof without
any shading gives a good prerequisite for that.“ To the
team of Bosch Thermotechnology Bulgaria was given
access to the hotel building installation and, based on
the consultations held with the investor, and an offer
for a technical solution including a collector field with
the corresponding drive and system management by
retention of the existing boilers in the hotel boiler room
has been made.

45 solar collectors Bosch Solar 7000TF

The project: „Yes“ to the economy –
but from the right allocation
The investment analysis, based on historical
consumption data, showed the best parameters
with the use of high class solar collectors Solar
7000TF. With the large hot water consumption at
the hotel, the calculations indicated a return on
investment of 6.7 years, given the rate of fuel price
rises, inflation, interest rates on loans and deposits.
The high efficiency of these collectors lowers their
number in the system, which directly reduces the
initial investment, as well as the associated additional
installation costs. A significant reduction in the
installation time was achieved through the use of
factory mounting elements and innovative connecting
technology. The integrated reinforced aluminum
stands for tall buildings are sized to withstand winds
up to 151 km/h.
The technical implementation of the system in
terms of drive and control integrates a solar pump
group and a Bosch controller. In the pump group,
all the necessary system components are configured

The collectors Bosch Solar 7000TF are
heating 5 tons of hot water

in a compact housing. It is controlled by the Bsol
300 regulator supporting the pump modulation and
increasing the solar yield - a standard used in the small
system controllers as well. A contribution to the solar
yield is also the high system charging load of 2.5 bars.
In this way, it accumulates more energy and hardly ever
reaches stagnation. Even in cases of low or no hot water
consumption and a continuous temperature increase in
the collector field, the pressure balance in the system is
maintained and with a properly dimensioned expansion
vessel there is no loss of solar fluid. Over time, this
solution will save over 60 megawatt hours per year.
To account for these savings, the controller Bsol 300
includes an additional heat meter kit measuring the
heat amount from the solar system. The data from this
measurement flows into the building management system
and allows for an ongoing measurement of the yield.
The investors from Hilton Hotel not only enjoy the
reduced operating expenses, but also are proud to
present the first exemplary green project on such a
scale in the center of Sofia.
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Bosch UL-S steam boiler with
output up to 25.000 kg/h
Krka, Slovenia

Innovative Bosch technologies
in Novo Mesto factory

The main business activity of Krka d.d. is the production and sale of prescription medicinal
products, non-prescription products and veterinary medicinal products.

The design engineering and supply of energy
solutions for pharmaceutical production and research
facilities presents particular challenges for all parties
involved. Matched system components enable quick
installation, reliable functionality and optimum
efficiency.
A Bosch UL-S three-pass shell boiler with a steam
output up to 25,000 kg/h has been installed into the
Krka d.d. Novo Mesto factory. Flexible behavior of
the boiler is achieved by powering the boiler with
natural gas and using modulating control. The burner
heating output is steplessly adapted to the actual
steam demand. Thus, e.g. the thermal energy demand
fluctuations depending on the season are met by
starting up and shutting down the burner via the
SUC (start-up control) intelligent automatic function.
In addition to system protection, the cold start of
the boiler is performed exactly according to the
boiler start-up regulations. For instance, this system
monitors and controls the water level during the
heating-up phase and o pens the steam consumption
valve in order to prevent boiler material heat stress.
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Moreover, the built-in protection devices guarantee
even boiler operation together with temperature
maintenance and normal boiler operation.
In addition to the SUC function, the BCO boiler
controls allow the evaluation of important working
parameters, such as fuel consumption, boiler
operating hours or the number of burner start-ups.
With the help of the boiler control counter and
Bosch Service experts, this can enable additional
technological process optimization. In addition
to this, BCO automatically regulates desalination
and blowdown. A technological process controlled
according to thermal energy demand can ensure
energy and water savings in comparison to a manually
operated technological process. There is also the
additional benefit of extending the facility’s service
time and preventing boiler operation faults.
The first flue gas exchanger (economizer) is used for
preheating the feed water, which means that less
energy (fuel) is need for heating up and evaporating
the water in the boiler. In the second heat exchanger

for condensing purposes, flue gases are additionally
cooled down to the condensation level. Due to the
lower temperature, the released waste condensation
heat is used for heating up the process water. This
way, primary energy efficiency can be increased up to
an enviable 97%.
A comprehensive and systematic approach to all our
projects is our guarantee that thermal systems are
energy-efficient and successfully completed on time.
Thanks to our modular and extremely comprehensive

product offer, we can find an optimal solution which
will fulfill the detailed requirements of every building
complex. Bosch ensures a complete product offer, as
well as industrial, power and housing solutions, for
the pharmaceutical industry worldwide. Bosch offers
products which are often needed in pharmaceutical
industry projects: process solutions, packaging
solutions, energy-efficient heating and water-heating
systems produced by reliable brands, innovative and
intuitive video surveillance systems or durable power
tolls for professional installation works.
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Investment for the future
Zagreb, Croatia

Impressive energy savings

The construction of the RALU Logistika logistics
and distribution center began in October 2014,
and the center started its business in July this
year. It consists of a 11,500 m2 state-of-the-art
storage facility with controlled temperature for
storing goods in deep cold and room temperature
conditions, ranging from -25 to 25 °C, as well as
accompanying facilities with a total surface area
of 1,500 m2 designated for vehicle maintenance.
The storage capacity of 10,000 pallets includes
16 loading and unloading ramps, together with
a cross-docking space with a surface area larger
than 3,000 m2. The accompanying transport
infrastructure consists of a internal truck service
and wash, a petrol station and a parking lot for
transport and distribution trucks belonging to a
fleet of more than 170 modern trucks.
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been installed into the RALU Logistika new logistics
and distribution center boiler room. The SB625*
boiler belongs to a new generation of boilers offering
considerable operation flexibility. It can run on EL
fuel oil with low sulfur content, EL A Bio 10 fuel oil
or natural gas, without the need of choosing the
type of fuel as soon as upon ordering the boiler. The
new boiler block gaskets are suitable for fuel oil and
natural gas heating. This is beneficial for the boiler
system user who can switch to a new energy source
during boiler operation with no additional costs.
A two-fuel-type burner even enables combining
natural gas and fuel oil.

When it comes to medium and large installations in
residential building, office buildings and industry,
energy efficiency enables considerable energy
savings. Two 640 kW Logano plus SB625 boilers have

* Bosch Uni Condens 8000 F

All boiler components which come into contact with
combustion products and the condensate are made
from stainless steel, which makes them especially
robust and durable. The inspection chamber is
of such a size that specialist staff can perform
maintenance works without any problems.
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Efficient Bosch boiler operation in the
Zvečevo Požega chocholate factory

U-MB (UNIVERSAL Modular Boiler) three-pass steam boiler with a shell boiler

Požega, Croatia

Boiler system reconstruction

Zvečevo d.d., which made Požega famous as the “chocolate city”, has opted for a boiler system
reconstruction. To achieve better energy efficiency, the old steam supply boilers have been replaced
with new Bosch boilers.
The existing boilers had been in operation for around
40 years, and they have been replaced with two
modern UM-B steam boilers with a speed-regulated
natural gas heating system, each with a 2000 kg/h
steam output.
Built-in economizers enable efficient thermal energy
consumption of hot flue gases from the boiler, using it
to heat up the boiler feed water.
The U-MB product designation stands for
“UNIVERSAL Modular Boiler”. As the name says,
the boiler consists of several modules: the heat
generating section in a three-pass design, the steam
chamber on top of it and an integrated economizer.
Depending on the requirements of the customer,
each module can be chosen independently of others
in accordance with the customer’s order. This allows
for energy efficiency, as well as steam quality and
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emissions optimization. As a proper three-pass boiler,
it significantly improves system efficiency. No built-in
flow elements are needed in the smoke tubes.
Simple and intuitive operation is achieved by
means of the Touchpanel graphic touch screen.
Integrated protection functions prevent operation
faults. Operating signal and operating parameter
storage enables accurate analysis and boiler system
optimization.
The chemical conditioning system ensures optimalquality feed water. The WTM chemical conditioning
installation produces softened make-up water.
Moreover, this system is equipped with a CSM
condensate service module. The module collects
and stores the collected condensate and returns it
to the water service module. Lower make-up water

consumption results in reduced water and energy
consumption.
The intuitive BCO/SCO regulation system equipped
with a touch screen simplifies boiler and system
operation and setup. Activated at the press of a
button or in response to an external request signal,
the steam boiler start-up and shutdown processes are
performed automatically thanks to the integrated SUC
automatic start-up, standby and shutdown control
system.

Sequence control uses a mode optimized in relation
to energy consumption. Steam boilers are kept in the
thermal regime by means of a spiral heater installed
at the very end of the boiler, which enables their rapid
operational readiness.
The modular design of Bosch boilers and their
components ensure that the expenses of designing
and installing a boiler system are low.
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Ancient meets modern

Largest hotel choose Bosch

Athens, Greece

Athens, Greece

Acropolis Museum

Grand Bretagne

The main purpose of the new Acropolis Museum
in Athens, opened in 2009, was to provide
a suitable building in which to preserve the
cultural heritage of Greece.
For the owners, the most important factor in its
construction – alongside the architectural design of
the museum – was the conservation and protection of
the antiquities. High standards of reliability and safety
were demanded in the provision of heating. These
requirements were met by an advanced Buderus
commercial boiler system.
Covering an exhibition area of more than 14,000 m2, the
Acropolis Museum reveals the history of the Acropolis
in Athens. Antique treasures and excavations await
visitors to the museum in its three-storey complex
of modern design. Also included are a 200-seat
auditorium, a theatre with 180 seats, a café and a
souvenir shop. As well as heating the air to a pleasant
temperature and providing an uninterrupted hot water
supply – to the museum’s sanitary areas, for example
– an efficient and above all reliable heating system
was required to supply heat to the 23,000 m2, area of
the building.
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An efficient system
The demands placed on the heating system were not
insignificant, as reliability and economy were both vital,
as was high operational reliability. The solution – a
commercial boiler system comprising three Buderus
Logano SK725* floor standing steel boilers, each with
an output of 870 kW. These boilers feature optimum
combustion of the fuel supplied and excellent thermal
insulation. High standard efficiency levels of up to 94%
demonstrate that they are designed for exceptionally
economical performance. In combination with three
Logalux SU1000 DHW cylinders, each with a capacity
of 1000 litres, efficient heating and delivery of the hot
water supply is also guaranteed. The heat produced is
transferred to the rooms of the museum via radiators
and an underfloor heating system.

Bosch Thermotechnology was honored to heat up
the largest hotel in the heart of Athens.
The Landmark hotel, Grand Bretagne, is located in
the heart of Athens, providing an unrivalled
perspective of Athens’ mythical history with
breathtaking views of the fabled Acropolis, Lycabettus
Hill and the Parliament.

The hotel has 320 rooms and suites, including a
400 m2 (4,305 m2) suite on the fifth floor. Guests
can indulge themselves within the multi-awarded
GB Spa as well as experience the supreme dining
services.

The multi-awarded 5 star hotel, was built in 1874
after the Greek independence, next to Syntagma
Square. It is renowned for its ideal location in the city
center, minutes away from exclusive shopping areas,
museums and the business district.

As part of its renovation, a new heating system was
installed comprising of three Logano S815* 1000kW
steel boilers, specified to deliver high efficiency. The
Logano range of floor standing boilers are designed to
produce low emissions and consist of a combustion
system for the circulation of exhaust gas. They
operate both in gas and oil and have a maximum
efficiency of up to 93%.

In 2013, the hotel underwent a massive (a €112million) renovation to restore its former glory.

A control unit fit for the future
The commercial boiler system is controlled by means
of the Logamatic 4311 and 4312 intelligent control
systems, from the Logamatic 4000 range. The boiler
sequence is controlled by the FM447 function module.
This is how Buderus brings a little bit of the future to
a historical location such as the Acropolis Museum in
Athens.

* Bosch Uni 3000 F

© Acropolis Museum. Photograph by Nikos Daniilidis

* Bosch Uni 3000 F
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German quality in Bosch
headquarters
Hungary, Budapest

Centre of the Bosch Group
in Hungary

3 pieces of Buderus Logano Plus SB745/1200kW condensing boilers installed in the boiler room of the Bosch headquarters

Detailed process description
The sales centre established in 1991 for the
first time performs the sales and customer
support tasks of Bosch-branded vehicle parts,
vehicle diagnostics devices, Bosch and Dremelbranded electronic hand tools, Bosch-branded
thermotechnology equipment and security
systems.

The site in Budapest also performs regional tasks as
a sales centre of South-East Europe. The Hungarian
Bosch Group relocated some automotive technology
development works to Budapest in 2000, and the
development departments that had been operated
here joined to form a separate corporate unit in October
2015, establishing the Bosch Development Centre in
Budapest. In the continuously expanding Budapest
Development Centre, Bosch engineers work on the
mobility of the future, focused on automated driving
and electrification.
The Budapest Development Centre is Bosch’s second
largest development centre in Europe – following
Germany. In 2018 additional expansion works have
started.

2 pieces of Buderus Logano Plus SB625/640 kW condensing boilers
installed in the first stage
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The Hungarian Bosch Group opened the first stage of
its new centre in Budapest in 2013. The construction
of the second stage ended in 2015. Bosch's nearly
2000 development, trade and administration
colleagues moved into the building complex of more
than 30,000 square metres. This has become the
innovation base of Bosch automotive technology
developments, the new home for the Bosch Budapest
Development Centre. Building the new central base
was of strategic importance because it does not only
contribute to the development of the entire company
group, but also creates a modern, spiritually inspiring,
up-to-date working environment for development and
creation.

The strategic goal of the Bosch Group is the development
of innovative solutions for the connected world. Products
and services provided by the Bosch Group are aimed at
improving the quality of life through practical solutions.
This technology, which is available worldwide, is summed
up in the slogan "Invented for life".
* Bosch Uni Condens 8000 F ** Bosch Condens 5000 W 100 kW

The heating of the building complex is ensured with
boilers installed in two separate boiler rooms. In
the first stage 2 pieces of Buderus Logano Plus
SB625/640 kW* condensing boilers, while in the
second stage 3 pieces of Buderus Logano Plus
SB745/1200 kW* condensing boilers have been
installed. The boiler rooms have been established in
each case in the attic. Taking into account the use
conditions of the building, the hot water supply is
ensured with a dedicated Buderus Logamax Plus
GB162/100 kW** wall boiler.
Control is maintained with Buderus Logamatic 4000
controllers and the building's customized building
management system, which of course provides
remote availability as well.
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Bosch contribution in
sport facility
Győr, Hungary

Aqua Sport Center

Detailed process description
Győr's indoor competition swimming pool
opened in December 2014 both for the public
wishing to swim as well as professional
swimmers and representatives of other sports
(synchronized swimming, water polo).

The three-storey (basement, ground floor and
bleachers) establishment was built on a 15,000 m2,
city-owned site near the city centre, with nice
panoramic view, and now awaits guests wishing to
do sports and relay with 8000 m2 of built-in area and
a parking place.
The swimming pool meets the relevant highest quality
criteria both for swimming and water polo, therefore
it can be and has been used as a venue for prestigious
international sports events as well. The large swimming
pool is surrounded by bleachers on three sides. The
auditorium can accommodate up to 800 spectators
normally, but it can be expanded to accommodate
1200 persons with mobile seats. The northern side of
the swimming pool is a glass surface, for the sake of
the nice panorama and the natural light coming in. The
basement contains the machinery, water management
and ventilation equipment as well as the changing
rooms. The available dressing rooms include 3 for
coaches, 4 for groups and a room with cabinets for
305 persons.
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The heating of the indoor swimming pool in Győr
is ensured with 2 pieces of 1 MW Buderus boilers.
The primary heat generators are Logano plus
SB745/1000 kW* low heat, high efficiency condensing
boilers. Thanks to the stainless steel boiler body, in
addition to energy-efficient operation, long service life
can also be achieved. In order to ensure outstanding
system efficiency with a cost-efficient investment,
the heating of the hot water for use is provided with a
Buderus Logano SK755/1040 kW** high temperature
steel plate boiler. The well known and reliable
Loagamatic 4321 and 4322 control unit, together
with the extension modules, performs the control
of pool heating, ventilation, fain-cools and hot water
production. Hot water is provided with 3 pieces of
2000 l DHW cylinders, loaded from a plate heat
exchanger. 60 Logasol SKN 4.0 flat collectors also

* Bosch Uni Condens 8000 F ** Bosch Uni 3000 F

take part in energy supply. They were placed on the top
of the building with a factory flat roof stand. Collectors
are primarily involved in the pool heating, but potentially
they contribute to hot water production as well.
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Bosch boilers in health care
Sopron, Hungary

Soproni Erzsébet Teaching
Hospital and Rehability Center

Detailed process description
The 20th century history of the institute was
centred around continuous development and
expansion, turned down only by world war
devastation. Today's state was achieved during
the comprehensive reconstruction at the turn of
the 20-21. century.

The European-level circumstances had a positive impact
on healing work too, ensuring a nationwide recognized
hospital position today.
The predecessor of today's Rehabilitation Institute
at Várisi road started to operate as a national heart
clinic in 1956. The establishment of the Rehabilitation
Institute, uniquely capable of preventing, healing and
rehabilitation of illnesses, was enabled jointly by the
subalpine climate of the town at the foot of Sopron
mountains and the medical water of the nearby Balf.
The institute was – from the perspective of the region
under care – nationwide. The medical swimming pool
opened in 1975, and simultaneously physiotherapeutic
opportunities developed as well.

In the Várisi road clinic of Erzsébet Medical
Center in Sopron, specialized primarily in
patients with heart disease, for energy savings
considerations, the previous steel plate boilers
were replaced with 1-1 piece of Buderus Logano
plus SB 745 / 1200 and 800 kW condensing
boiler.*
Logamatic 4321 and 4322 controllers, besides
the control and safety supervision of boilers,
supply heat energy to the sub heating centre of
the main building with its own control. These
controllers ensure the heating of the medical
pool and the heating of the
2 pieces of 1000 l hot water.

Today 286 beds serve for cardiologic and
musculoskeletal rehabilitation.
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* Bosch Uni Condens 8000 F
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Floor standing boilers
serves culture
Gyöngyös, Hungary

Matra Museum

Detailed process description
The classical Orczy Castle in the eastern half of
Gyöngyös has become a cultural center of the
town since the mid-1900s as a result of
continuous developments. This is where Mátra
Museum was founded nearly half a century ago.

The construction history of the castle can be traced
back to the end of the XVIIL century. Its history can best
be attributed to the name of the Orczy family ordering
the building.

During the preparation for the project, the designer
highlighted standing condensing boilers, resulting in
his choice of 2 pieces of Buderus Logano Plus GB312
280 kW* models.

Arthúrné Wildburg sold the castle to the town in the
mid-1930s. The building, acquired by the town, had a
varied, often troubled faith during the past nearly eighty
years.

After the introduction of boilers, it has become one of
the first places where they have been installed. That
is why we are proud of trusting our boilers with the
heat supply of such an extraordinary building complex.
Boilers are responsible for the heating of the Pavilion of
the Museum.

It had several "tenants" for decades, but it did not have
an actual owner until 1984, when the entire building
was given to the Directorate of the Museums of Heves
County for museum purposes. From this time on, Mátra
Museum gradually developed its permanent exhibitions,
attracting great interest, which was visited by several
millions of visitors until its closure in 2005.
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Control in the boiler room is provided by the Logamatic
4000 weather-dependent controller family with a
modular design that perfectly takes into account the
conditions of the building as well as its existing heating
needs.

* Bosch Uni Condens 7000 F
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Bosch contribution in
education
Pilisvörösvár, Hungary

Friedrich Shiller High School
and Dormitory

Detailed process description
Friedrich Schiller High School and College is the
largest German nationality grammar school in
Hungary. Its main task is to strengthen the
linguistic and cultural heritage of the Germans
in Hungary and to convey the universal German
culture, which is also promised by the name of
Friedrich Schiller.
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A student's hostel has been operated in the institute
since 1994. After several expansions, the building
is capable of accommodating 70 boys and girls in
civilized, 3-5-bed rooms.
In addition to continuous high-level education,
the time has come to modernize the building's
construction technology, during which existing boilers
have been replaced by new, modern, high-efficiency
models in the framework of public procurement.

Under the project, 7 pieces of Bosch Condens 5000W
ZBR 100-3 models were sold together with an MC400
cascade module and a floor stand unit.
Bosch CW 400 weather-dependent controller and some
MM 100 heating circuit modules provide the control
of the heating circuits. Thereby the control and boilers
ensure the heat requirements communicating through
a BUS system, taking into account the desired internal
temperature need and the external temperature.
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Audi Hungaria Zrt.
Győr, Hungary

Logistic halls
The track network, newly established for the factory
extension, is eight kilometres long, the railway track
within the factory increased by 30%. In the past
years, Audi Hungaria continuously expanded its

AUDI HUNGARIA Zrt. has been developing and
manufacturing engines for AUDI AG and other
production companies of the Volkswagen
concern since 1993.
Around two million engines are produced at the
company in Győr annually, which makes Audi Hungaria
one of the largest engine manufacturers worldwide.
The company opened the vehicle factory covering
the entire production process as well as launched
the production of Audi A3 Limousine and Audi A3
Cabriolet in Győr in 2013. It was followed in 2014
by the serial production of the new Audi TT Coupé
and Audi TT Roadster, which models are entirely
manufactured in the Hungarian factory unit of Audi.
Since the foundation of Audi Hungaria in 1993, the
company has become one of the largest exporters of
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the country, with one of the biggest sales revenue.
Audi Hungaria is also the largest employer of the
region – employing more than 12,300 employees –
and one of the largest foreign investors in Hungary.
In order to ensure the smooth operation of
production, Audi Hungaria has established an
advanced logistics infrastructure, which is also
supported by smart solutions incorporated into the
logistics process, such as modern driverless transport
systems and digital supporting devices. Internal
material flows are controlled so that only components
directly necessary for production are available, so
expensive temporary warehouses are not required,
resulting in increased productivity. The transport of
raw material, components and ready-made engines
as well as vehicles is performed taking into account
environmental aspects, primarily by rail.

Detailed process description
In the first stage hall, 3 pieces of Logano SK 745/1200 kW*
boilers were installed. The boilers heat the ventilation
system of the hall. The heating of social areas, like
changing rooms and offices is ensured with 1 piece
of Logamax plus GB162/100 kW** boiler, while hot
water supply is provided with a Logalux SU 1000 HMV
container. LOC II. already contains the new generation
of Buderus steel plate boilers.
Here the ventilation heating is ensured with 3 pieces
of Logano SK 755/1200 kW boilers. The social block is
provided with a separate heating here as well. It was also
supplied with 2 pieces of Logamax plus GB162/100 kW**
boilers, while hot water is provided through 2 pieces of
Logalux SU 1000 containers.

* Bosch Uni 3000 F ** Bosch Condens 5000 W 100 kW

logistics infrastructure. The company opened its
second Logistics Centre in an area of 80,000 m2 in
2015. The expansion is completed with a new bride
and an additional goods reception hall.
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Bosch hot water boilers
in the District Heating
System
Novi Sad, Serbia

Backa Palanka Heating Plant

2 pcs. UT-L 28 hot water boilers on gas with integrated economizers

The temperature of the flue gases at the exit of the
economisers is about 116 °C.

For the purpose of district heating of town
Bačka Palanka, Serbia, Novi Sad – GAS
company, constructed a new heating plant
“Partizan”. The heating capacity of the plant is
7 MW. This heating plant covers with heating
approximately 580 apartments, 7 schools,
12 institutions and about 130 stores.

The total surface area of the heated buildings is about
56,000 m².
During the designing and constructing of the boiler
plant, Investor has paid special attention to the
efficiency, reliability and durability of the boiler plant,
so the purchase of Bosch boilers proved to be the
most optimal decision.
Two hot-water three-pass boilers Bosch Unimat
UT-L 28 with capacity of 3.5 MW each with integrated
economizers, which operate in the cascade mode
were installed.
The temperature regime of the boilers is 90/70 °C.
The boilers are operated with natural gas as a fuel
and achieve efficiency level of more than 97%.

Hot water boilers UT-L 28, 7 MW total heating capacity

High level of efficiency is achieved through integrated
economizers, i.e. heat exchangers, specially designed
to take heat from flue gases and convey it to return
water from the district heating system.

The hot-water boilers among Bosch UT-L series are ideal
solution for the systems for district distribution of heat
with different profiles of application and for heating of
buildings such as hospitals, office buildings, residential and
industrial buildings. These boilers are proven and applicable
in accordance with the latest and most demanding European
standards with the highest level of efficiency, three-pass
design and high-quality workmanship. All this provides
high efficiency, long life of the boiler, reliability and great
satisfaction of our customers. Combustion in these boilers is
with reduced emissions of harmful substances owing to the
advanced furnace system.

They are available within the
range of capacities from 650 to
19200 kW, with the maximum
operating pressure of up to 16
bar and maximum allowable pass
temperature of 110 °C.
Boiler water temperature regulation
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Bosch steam boiler in the
Milk and Dairy Product
Industry
Serbia

A.D Imlek

The complete plant is designed and sized to fully meet
the needs of the customers for technological steam,
while achieving the highest level of energy efficiency
and savings.
The level of efficiency of this boiler-burner plant is
95.1% when operated on natural gas and 95% when
operated on light fuel oil.

IMLEK is a regional company that operates on
the territories of Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and Macedonia. It buys
up milk from several thousands of farmerscooperants in Serbia and together with them
achieves European standards and criteria for
the quality of milk and dairy products.
In order to improve the energy efficiency of the
production process, A.D. IMLEK initiated construction
of a new boiler house in the production plant
Padinska Skela.
After the decision to purchase a high-efficient steamboiler plant from our company, the steam-boiler plant
with a total capacity of 16000 kg/h of saturated (dry)
steam was delivered and put into operation.
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The plant consists of the following modules and
components:
▶ two steam boilers BOSCH UNIVERSAL UL-S IE 7000
with integrated economizers;
▶ energy-control cabinets for boilers – BCO;
▶ dual fuel burners for natural gas and light fuel oil;
▶ service module for the condensate – CSM;
▶ condensate monitoring system;
▶ SCO system control cabinet;
▶ feed water module with full deaeration unit of the
feed water – FDP-V;
▶ EHB module that recovers heat from waste water
and cool down discharged water;
▶ other related equipment.

The primary element designed to provide the increase
of the steam boiler efficiency and to achieve savings
in the fuel consumption is flue gas heat exchanger –
economizer. The economizer is designed with special
ribbed tubes that enable high heat transfer coefficient
and thus a high degree of efficiency.
The feed water module is designed for accumulation
and delivery of optimal amount of feed water for
steam boilers. The special cascade construction of
the deaeration unit, which has been successfully
applied in our plants for many decades, provides
maximum in separation of the oxygen from water thus
decreasing the risk of oxidation and corrosion in the
boilers. Moreover, the efficient removal of the oxygen
through our deaeration unit reduces the required
quantity of dosed chemicals for binding the oxygen
into the feed tank.

Within the feed water module, an EHB device for heat
expansion, recovers heat and cool down discharged
water from desalting and blow down. This device
increases the efficiency of the system and decreases
the costs of the waste water.
The condensate that is returned from production
process is collected in a condensate tank. Before
entering the tank, the condensate passes through a
device that controls condensate turbidity and has a
task to ensure that condensate with satisfactory purity
returns to the tank at any time in order to prevent
emergency cases of penetration of contaminated
condensate into the system.
Safe and reliable operation of the system, as well
as monitoring of all relevant working parameters is
provided by modern BCO boiler control cabinets and
a SCO system cabinet that enables cascade operation
of the boilers according to the current needs of the
consumers and provides possibilities for monitoring
and control from one place.
Owing to the achieved efficiency and reliability of the
boiler plant in Padinska Skela, in 2010 IMLEK decided
to purchase one more our plant. For the needs of the
plant in its dairy in Zaječar, IMLEK uses our steam boiler
UL-S with the capacity of 6000 kg/h with a heavy fuel oil
burner, as well as the feed module with deaeration.
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Feed water module for full degasation WSM-V

Bosch steam boiler,
energy generator in the
Tyre Production Industry
Pirot, Serbia

Michelin

Michelin boasts 73 manufacturing plants in 19
countries worldwide and is one of the leading
companies in the tire and related service
markets. In Serbia, Michelin is present with
TIGAR TYRES D.O.O. factory, in the city of Pirot.

The core business of TIGAR TYRES d.o.o. is
manufacturing of rubber products.
In order to improve the energy efficiency of its
manufacturing process, TIGAR TYRES D.O.O. initiated
reconstruction of the existing steam power block.
One of the major investments was purchase of a
steam boiler and the equipment for a boiler room.
The Investor opted for energy-saving system
technology and BOSCH as the best solution for
steam-boiler plant manufacturer.

Double flame steam boiler ZFR 28000, on HFO and gas
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Steam boiler ZFR with preassembled burners, ready for fast installation

Condensate module CSM for collection and distribution of condensate

Robert Bosch d.o.o. delivered the steam-boiler plant
that consists of the following elements:

of the exchanger by the pressure of the saturated
(dry) steam. In this way the economizer constantly
works with high level efficiency without any need
of interrupting of the plant production process for
cleaning purposes.

▶ BOSCH UNIVERSAL ZFR 28000 double-flame tube
steam boiler, with the capacity of saturated (dry)
steam of 25000 kg/h;
▶ flue gas heat exchanger ECO 5 special economizer –
for operation with heavy fuel oil made of special
ribbed tubes and a soot blower;
▶ boiler control cabinet of the BCO type;
▶ combined heavy fuel oil and natural gas burners;
▶ feed water preheater;
▶ CSM condensate service module;
▶ SCO system control cabinet;
▶ feed water tank together with a module for full
▶ deaeration of the feed water FDP-V ;
▶ other related equipment and equipment for the
▶ supply of the burners with heavy fuel oil.
The level of efficiency of this boiler-burner plant
when operated with heavy fuel oil is 94.3%, and
when operated with the natural gas it is 95.1%.
The integrated economizer is designed with special
ribbed tubes which, on the one side, provide high
level efficiency and on the other, due to the specific
distance of the ribs and together with steam operated
soot blower enable constant daily automatic cleaning

The steam boiler UNIVERSAL ZFR is a flame tube/
smoke tube, three-pass boiler with double-flame tubes
and completely separated paths of the flue gases.
It is used for high demands for reliable supply of
steam and heat. Proven through decades of work in
plants throughout the world, the flame tube/smoke
tube boiler with two flame tubes and separate flue
gas paths is suitable for operation with only one
burner. This patented and certified way of operation
of our boiler enables a wide and flexible operating
range maintaining the highest level of efficiency.
Modules for the feed water WSM and condensate
CSM, as well as modules for the supply of heavy fuel
oil are connected into one plant unit with the boiler
through the SCO system control cabinet. In this way,
reliable and simple operation of the whole system is
provided, with the monitoring and control of the work
of all units from one place.
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Steam boilers with feed water module WSM-Vfor full degasation

Bosch steam boiler in the
Meat Processing Industry
Integrated economizer on flue gas side

Steam boilers house with system control cabinet SCO

Robert Bosch d.o.o. – Serbia delivered steam-boiler
plant with the total capacity of 6000 kg/h of steam,
which consists of the following modules and
components:

delivery of optimal amount of water for feeding steam
boilers.

Kadino, Serbia

Pekabesko AD Skoplje

Pekabesko AD Skoplje is a company
with more than 35 year tradition. It was
established by the end of 1979,
and in 1991 developed as one of the
first completely privatised companies
in Macedonia.

In 1998 the company started the production of meat
delicatessen under the Pekabesko brand, and in 2012,
a new production and logistic Pekabesko centre was
built at the village of Kadino, Ilinden Municipality,
covering an area of 19,700 m2.
The centre was built in line with the HACCAP
standards for the production of delicatessen food
products. Today, the range of delicatessen products
covers various durable, smoked and semi-durable
products.
Production capacity of factory is 35 tons/day for
the processing of fresh meat, production of pâtés,
storage and cutting of fresh meat, packing of frozen
fish and frozen fruits and vegetables.
During the construction of the new production and
logistic centre, the Investor decided to procure a highefficiency steam boiler plant since it is the heart of
the energy system of the factory.

UL-S 3200 steam boilers, 6 t7h total capacity, fuel LFO / natural gas
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The Investor opted for the BOSCH steam-boiler plant
as the best solution.

▶ two steam boilers BOSCH UNIVERSAL UL-S IE 3200
type with integrated economizers;
▶ dual fuel burners - natural gas or light fuel;
▶ boiler control cabinet BCO, for each boiler separately;
▶ system control cabinet SCO;
▶ feed water module with unit for full deaeration of
the feed water WSM-V;
▶ other related equipment;
The offered concept and the delivered equipment fully
meet the needs of the customers for the technological
steam while achieving the highest level of energy
efficiency and savings.
Due to the lack of natural gas, since its commissioning
this boiler plant is using light fuel oil as the basic fuel
and achieving the level of efficiency of 95.3%.
The main element designed to provide additional
increase of the steam boiler efficiency and achieve
savings in the fuel consumption is the flue gas
heat exchanger – economizer. The economizer is
designed with special ribbed tubes that enable high
heat transfer coefficient and thus a high degree of
efficiency.
The feed water module WSM-V (FT.C 3), with the
capacity of 3000 l, is sized for accumulation and

The special cascade construction of the deaeration
unit, which has been successfully applied in our
plants for many decades, provides maximum
separation of the oxygen from water thus decreasing
the risk of oxydation and corrosion in the boilers.
Moreover, the efficient removal of the oxygen through
our deareation unit reduces the required quantity of
dosed chemicals for binding the oxygen. Considering
that this is a food-processing industry, the main water
treatment (softening, demineralisation) is carried out
in the existing manufacturing plants.
Safety at work, reliable operation of the system
and monitoring of all relevant working parameters
is provided by modern BCO steam boiler control
cabinets, and a SCO system cabinet that enables
cascade operation of the boilers and the capacity
according to the current needs of the consumers.
SCO incorporates complete control of the steam
boilers and individual control of the modules into one
comprehensive system thus providing large number
of new possibilities. The devices perform continuous
measurement and monitoring of all relevant
parameters. Transfer of data between individual
modules is made through the e-BUS system, which
reduces possibilities for errors to minimum. Such
transfer of data provides qualitative real-time data
processing and increases the reliability and efficiency
of the system to the highest level.
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Bosch steam boiler plant at the
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
of the University of Belgrade
Belgrade, Serbia

University of Belgrade

The Serbian Centre for Energy Efficiency (SCEE)
was established at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering of the University of Belgrade on
11 October 2016, within a programme for
implementation of the Energy Management
System in the Republic of Serbia.
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Robert Bosch d.o.o. Serbia delivered the steamboiler plant that was installed in the Serbian Centre
for Energy Efficiency at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, consisting of the following modules
and components:
▶ steam boiler BOSCH UNIVERSAL U-HD 350;
▶ stand-alone economizer (flue-gas heat exchanger)
BOSCH ECO 3/350;
▶ boiler control cabinet of the BCO type;
▶ feed water module with partial deaeration
WSM-T 800;
▶ water treatment module WTM for preparation
and softening of the feed water;
▶ other related equipment;

Steam boiler UH-D with economizer on flue gas side

Centre for Energy Efficency of Serbia

The complete boiler plant is designed to fully meet
all the needs of the test centre in terms of training of
students and future energy managers while achieving
high level of energy efficiency and savings.

The WSM-T module of the feed water is designed
for accumulation and delivery of optimal amount of
water for feeding the steam boiler. Partial deaeration
of feed water takes place within it, reducing the risk
of oxidation and corrosion in the boiler. Moreover,
the efficient removal of the oxygen through our
deaeration unit reduces the required quantity of
chemicals for binding the remaining oxygen that are
dosed into the feed tank.

The level of efficiency of this steam boiler plant
operated on gas is 94.4%.
The main element designed to provide increase of
the boiler efficiency and achieve savings in the fuel
consumption is stand-alone flue gas heat exchanger –
economizer. The economizer is designed with special
ribbed tubes that enable high heat transfer coefficient
and thus a high degree of efficiency.
In the WTM module for water preparation, raw water
is filtered and softened by the ion exchange process
in order to provide softened water for the supply of
the feed tank.

Safe and reliable operation of the system, as well
as monitoring of all relevant working parameters is
provided by the modern BCO energy control cabinets.
Communication between individual BCO boiler
control systems, WSM-T and other additional control
systems is enabled through the BUS-system.
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Bosch hot water
boilers
Serbia

Lidl

The presence of Bosch/Buderus steam and
hot-water boilers is not related to the needs of
the production lines in the largest factories in
Serbia alone. Quality, cost-effectiveness,
and the long duration of our boilers are also
recognised in the area of heating of modern
business facilities.

One such facility is the Logistics Centre of one of the
largest European supermarket chains, the German
company Lidl.
Based in Neckarsulm, Germany, boasting tradition
dating back to as early as 1930, Lidl has expanded its
network to more than 10,000 modern supermarkets.
With its principles, intuitiveness, offer of quality
products, the company is also planning the start of
operation of its retail network in the market of the
Republic of Serbia for 2018. For those occasions, Lidl
has built a modern business and logistics centre in
Nova Pazova of a total area of 78,500 m² with storage
area of 46,400 m².

Condensing boilers Logano Plus SB 745

For the needs of heating of the storage area, Lidl
decided to procure two highly-efficient Buderus
condensation boilers of the Logano plus SB 745* type,
with heating power of 1MW each. Total heat of 2 MW
is distributed through the adequate hydraulic switch
and additional circulation pumps to two entities in the
storage area where heating as well as preventing low
temperature is required. The boilers are controlled in
a cascade manner with regulations from the Logamatic
4000 series, which optimises the distribution of
heating energy and ensures equal loading of both
boilers.
The Buderus Logano plus series of hot-water boilers
is an ideal solution for systems for preparation of
hot-water with different profiles of application. These
are verified devices applicable according to the most
contemporary EU requirements, the high normative
levels of usability of up to 98%, power of 800 to
1200 kW, compact construction, a very attractive
design and above all, high quality making. Compared
to its predecessors and competitive models, it requires
up to 30% less area for instalment, which makes
it adaptable in all modern business or residential
entities.

Controls Logamatic 4321/4322
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* Bosch Uni Condens 8000 F

The factory delivery implies delivery with complete
cloak and insulation, which saves time and costs for
the installation of the boiler.
This series of boilers is suitable for operation with
light fuel oil, and natural and liquid oil gas, with the
long operating cycle of the boiler, its reliability, and the
great pleasure of our consumers.
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